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Important message 
This document is one of a set of standards developed solely and specifically for use on 

Transport Assets (as defined in the Asset Standards Authority Charter). It is not suitable for any 

other purpose. 

The copyright and any other intellectual property in this document will at all times remain the 

property of the State of New South Wales (Transport for NSW). 

You must not use or adapt this document or rely upon it in any way unless you are providing 

products or services to a NSW Government agency and that agency has expressly authorised 

you in writing to do so. If this document forms part of a contract with, or is a condition of 

approval by a NSW Government agency, use of the document is subject to the terms of the 

contract or approval. To be clear, the content of this document is not licensed under any 

Creative Commons Licence. 

This document may contain third party material. The inclusion of third party material is for 

illustrative purposes only and does not represent an endorsement by NSW Government of any 

third party product or service. 

If you use this document or rely upon it without authorisation under these terms, the State of 

New South Wales (including Transport for NSW) and its personnel does not accept any liability 

to you or any other person for any loss, damage, costs and expenses that you or anyone else 

may suffer or incur from your use and reliance on the content contained in this document. Users 

should exercise their own skill and care in the use of the document. 

This document may not be current and is uncontrolled when printed or downloaded. Standards 

may be accessed from the Transport for NSW website at www.transport.nsw.gov.au 

For queries regarding this document, please email the ASA at 
standards@transport.nsw.gov.au or visit www.transport.nsw.gov.au 
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Preface 
The Asset Standards Authority (ASA) is a key strategic branch of Transport for NSW (TfNSW). 

As the network design and standards authority for NSW Transport Assets, as specified in the 

ASA Charter, the ASA identifies, selects, develops, publishes, maintains and controls a suite of 

requirements documents on behalf of TfNSW, the asset owner. 

The ASA deploys TfNSW requirements for asset and safety assurance by creating and 

managing TfNSW's governance models, documents and processes. To achieve this, the ASA 

focuses on four primary tasks: 

• publishing and managing TfNSW's process and requirements documents including TfNSW 

plans, standards, manuals and guides 

• deploying TfNSW's Authorised Engineering Organisation (AEO) framework 

• continuously improving TfNSW’s Asset Management Framework 

• collaborating with the Transport cluster and industry through open engagement 

The AEO framework authorises engineering organisations to supply and provide asset related 

products and services to TfNSW. It works to assure the safety, quality and fitness for purpose of 

those products and services over the asset's whole-of-life. AEOs are expected to demonstrate 

how they have applied the requirements of ASA documents, including TfNSW plans, standards 

and guides, when delivering assets and related services for TfNSW. 

Compliance with ASA requirements by itself is not sufficient to ensure satisfactory outcomes for 

NSW Transport Assets. The ASA expects that professional judgement be used by competent 

personnel when using ASA requirements to produce those outcomes. 

About this document 

This document sets out the method for calculating dc circuit breaker (DCCB) and dc protection 

relay settings for the protection of the RailCorp 1500 V network. 

This document supersedes EP 19 00 00 01 SP DCCB and Delta I Relay Setting Calculation 

Method, version 3.1. 

This document is a first issue. 
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1. Introduction 
This document sets out the protection system requirements for the RailCorp 1500 V direct 

current (dc) network. 

This document supersedes the RailCorp standard EP 19 00 00 01 SP DCCB and Delta I Relay 

Setting Calculation Method. 

The major differences with the previous standard are the incorporation of the following: 

• dc intertripping schemes 

• protection requirements for metal enclosed switchgear 

• additional protection requirements for 1500 V DCCBs that are not installed in a metal 

enclosed switchboard 

• protection requirements for rectifier DCCBs 

The correct design, implementation, and management of the overall protection system is critical 

to the safe and reliable operation of the RailCorp 1500 V dc network.  

2. Purpose 
The purpose of this document is to outline the protection system setting principles and 

methodology for the RailCorp 1500 V dc network. 

2.1. Scope 
This document details the general protection requirements, design principles and the method of 

calculating protection settings for the RailCorp 1500 V dc network.  Requirements for the 

associated equipment (such as rectifier transformers, 1500 V dc rectifiers, 1500 V dc metal 

enclosed switchgear) are detailed in the relevant ASA specifications. 

The system to be protected within the scope of this standard is the traction 1500 V dc network. 

Protection of electric rolling stock against faults downstream of the rolling stock high speed 

circuit breaker is not a primary function of the protection system of the traction supply system; 

however, it can provide some degree of remote backup protection for such faults. 

2.2. Application 
This document applies to the protection system implemented on the RailCorp 1500 V dc 

network. 

This document applies to the design of new, modified, and refurbished installations in the 

RailCorp 1500 V dc network. 
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When using this standard, if the intent of the stated requirement is not clear, a clarification 

should be sought from the Lead Electrical Engineer, ASA. 

3. Reference documents 
The following documents are cited in the text. For dated references, only the cited edition 

applies. For undated references, the latest edition of the referenced document applies. 

Transport for NSW standards 

SPG 0709 Traction Return, Track Circuits and Bonding 

T HR EL 08004 ST Overhead Wiring Fittings and Materials 

T HR EL 08008 SP Contact Wire 

T HR EL 08009 ST Designations of Overhead Wiring Conductor Systems 

T HR EL 08011 ST Overhead Wiring Maintenance Standard 

T HR EL 12005 ST Bonding for 1500 V DC Traction Systems 

T MU MD 20003 GU Quantified Safety Risk Assessment 

Other reference documents 

EL 0021337 Mitsubishi D.C.C.B. Type BHF 30 2000 – 5000 A. Setting Range Trip Current 

Curves 

EL 0021383 Mitsubishi D.C.C.B. Type BHF 30 3000 – 6000 A. Setting Range Trip Current 

Curves 

EL 0022222 B.T.H. D.C.C.B. Truck Type 3500 – 7000 A. Setting Range Trip Current Curves 

EL 0588734-37 Single door DCCB Inter-trip interface panel arrangement - lights on side 

EL 0588738-41 Single door DCCB Inter-trip interface panel schematic diagram  

EL 0588742-45 Double door DCCB Inter-trip interface panel arrangement - lights on side 

EL 0588746-50 Double door DCCB Inter-trip interface panel schematic diagram 

EL 0588752 1500 V feeder DCCB protection block diagram  

EL 0781306-09 Single door DCCB Inter-trip interface panel arrangement - lights on front 

EL 0781310-13 Double door DCCB Inter-trip interface panel arrangement - lights on front 

EL 0781476 Mitsubishi DCCB TYPE BHF-30B 2-8KA trip current curves  

4. Terms and definitions 
The following terms and definitions apply in this document: 

CBCM circuit breaker control module 
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DAOL direct acting overload 

DCCB direct current circuit breaker 

EDMS engineering document management system 

IF fault current 

IF (max) maximum fault current 

IF (min) minimum fault current 

In system rated current 

IS DCCB overcurrent setting 

KCL Kirchhoff’s current law 

KVL Kirchhoff’s voltage law 

OHW overhead wiring 

O&M operations and maintenance 

RC cable resistance 

RO overhead wiring resistance 

RT track (running rails) resistance 

SF safety factor 

VA fault arc voltage (dc) 

VS supply voltage (dc) 

VSH voltage (dc) at sectioning hut during fault 

5. Types of 1500 V dc sections 
The types of 1500 V dc sections are as follows: 

• single end feed (example shown in Figure 1) 
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Figure 1 – An example of a single end feed 

• double end feed (example shown in Figure 2)  

Figure 2 – An example of a double end feed 

• single end feed with tee-off (example shown in Figure 3) 
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Figure 3 – An example of a single end feed with tee-off 

• double end feed with tee-off (example shown in Figure 4) 

Figure 4 – An example of a double end feed with a tee-off 
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6. General protection requirements and principles 
General requirements and principles for protection cover protective reach and protection 

overlap, protection for 1500 V feeders, and protection for 1500 V rectifiers. 

6.1. Protective reach and protection overlap  
The protective reach from an individual DCCB is the distance at which the feeder DCCB direct 

acting overload (DAOL) protection scheme can detect a fault on the overhead wiring (OHW) for 

a particular protection setting. The protective reach is expressed as a percentage of the relevant 

1500 V section length. 

Protection overlap relates to double end feed sections only, and is the portion of the 1500 V 

section that is within the protective reach of the DCCBs at both ends. Protection overlap is 

expressed as a proportion of the section length and is calculated by using the following 

equation: 

Protection overlap % = (protective reach)1 % + (protective reach)2 % - 100%.  

6.2. Protection for 1500 V feeders 
Protection for 1500 V feeder DCCBs is based on the type of section being supplied by the 

DCCB.  

For single end feed sections, all protection schemes on the feeder DCCB shall provide 100% 

protective reach. See Section 6.2.1 for the protection principles associated with single end feed 

sections. 

For double end feed sections, all protection schemes on each DCCB shall provide 100% 

protective reach and 100% protection overlap. See Section 6.2.2 for the principles associated 

with double end feed sections.  

6.2.1. Single end feed sections 
The protection principles for the single end 1500 V sections are as follows: 

• dc protection for a single end feed shall require the DCCB to detect a fault at the end of the 

section, remote from the DCCB 

• dc protection for a single end feed with a tee-off shall require the DCCB to detect a fault at 

the end of the section and the tee-off end 
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6.2.2. Double end feed sections 
The protection principles for the double end 1500 V sections are as follows: 

• dc protection for a double end feed shall require the DCCB at each end to detect a fault at 

its remote end, with the remote DCCB open.  

• dc protection for a double end feed with a tee-off shall require the DCCB at each end to 

detect a fault at its remote end and tee-off end, with the remote end DCCB open. In 

addition, at least one DCCB shall be able to detect a fault at the end of the tee-off with both 

DCCBs closed.  

Note 1: The condition to have the remote DCCB open is to ensure each DCCB 

supplying power to the OHW has 100% protective reach and 100% protection overlap.  

Note 2: If the protection principles in this section cannot be complied with, then an 

intertrip protection scheme needs to be considered. See Section 9.3 for the protection 

principles when an intertrip protection scheme is implemented.  

6.3. Protection for 1500 V rectifiers 
The output from the 1500 V rectifiers is fed to the dc switchboard by way of high-speed DCCBs. 

The main purpose of the rectifier DCCB is for isolation – the DCCB does not normally have 

forward overload protection fitted. If a fault develops in the rectifier, current will flow from the 

other rectifier unit or an adjacent substation, into the fault. Therefore, a reverse current trip 

feature is fitted to the rectifier DCCB, as detailed in Section 10. 

7. 1500 V fault calculation data 
The data used for calculating 1500 V fault currents of the RailCorp 1500 V dc network for the 

purpose of the dc protection settings, and the principles for the use of that data, are covered in 

this section. 

The following principles shall apply to the calculation of data: 

• Overhead wiring resistance (RO) is based on length, the total resistance calculated by 

paralleling the catenary resistance or resistances with the contact wire or wires resistance. 

The contact wire resistance is based on being worn to 50% of its condemning size. Some 

dc sections may use an auxiliary connected to the catenary wire. In these scenarios, the 

parallel resistance of the auxiliary shall be included. A table of overhead wiring (OHW) 

resistances is attached in Appendix C. 

• Rail resistance (RT) is the resistance of all traction return rails in parallel for the length of 

the dc section, and is based on worn rails. See Appendix C for worn rail resistance data. 

Note. The resistance of the traction return rails is considered to be a parallel 

resistance due to tie-in bonding, also referred to as cross-bonding, at the substations 
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and the sectioning huts, and in between the substations and the sectioning huts. Refer 

to SPG 0709 Traction Return, Track Circuits and Bonding for more information.  

• System nominal voltage (Vs) is 1500 V dc. 

• Cable resistance (RC) is based on the cable type, length, and the quantity of 1500 V 

positive cables for the OHW section and the negative return cables. It is the sum of the 

parallel 1500 V positive cable resistance and the parallel 1500 V negative cable resistance.  

• All resistances are at 20 °C. 

• All faults are based on a zero arc fault resistance connection in series with a constant 

voltage arc (VA) between the OHW and the rails. A 400 V arc is used for the fault current 

calculations. The 400 V value is chosen from the statistical determination of the longest, 

stable arc possible on a 1500 V system, remote from enclosing metal work. 

• If applicable, some 1500 V dc sections may contain bonding circuits. The resistance of the 

bonding circuit is based on the cable type, length and quantity of cables used to connect 

structures or conductive parts to each other and then to the rail. Please refer to 

T HR EL 12005 ST Bonding for 1500 V DC Traction Systems for the different types of 

bonding cables used on the RailCorp 1500 V dc network. 

7.1. Fault current calculations for 1500 V feeder DCCBs 
The method of calculating the fault current for dc sections supplied by 1500 V feeder DCCBs in 

substations and sectioning huts is covered in Section 7.1.1 and Section 7.1.2.  

T HR EL 12005 ST provides information on the impact of bonding circuits on the minimum fault 

level as it may provide an additional series resistance to the fault circuit.  

Note: As given in T HR EL 12005 ST, the Design AEO for the bonding circuit ensures 

that the DCCB protection settings are unaffected by the bonding circuit for the relevant 

dc section. Any reduction in the prospective minimum fault current due to a bonding 

circuit needs to be recorded on the local protection instruction. 

7.1.1. Substation DCCB 
Equation 1 shall be used to calculate the minimum fault current of a dc section supplied by a 

substation feeder DCCB. 

Equation 1 – Minimum fault current equation 

 
SF is a ‘safety factor’ usually assigned the value 0.9. The Professional Head Electrical 

Engineering (or delegate), in the O&M AEO may approve a different safety factor, on a case-by-

case basis and subject to a documented risk assessment.  
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Note: Equation 1 is a simplification of the actual equivalent circuit, and results in a 

conservative (lower) current than that obtained using a more accurate equation. The 

AEO is not precluded from using a more accurate model which, for example, takes 

into account the current contribution from the adjacent substations due to rail voltage 

rise. However, the 0.9 safety factor shall be applied. 

7.1.2. Sectioning hut DCCB 
Calculating the fault current for a dc section supplied by a sectioning hut DCCB requires 

determining the contribution from multiple dc sections. 

In general, it involves a number of simultaneous equations and solving for the DCCB fault 

current and voltage in each section using Kirchhoff’s current law (KCL) and Kirchhoff’s voltage 

law (KVL). See Appendix B for an example. 

Once the sectioning hut DCCB fault current is known, the resultant sectioning hut busbar 

voltage can be calculated.  

A safety factor of 0.9 is applied to the calculated fault current. The Professional Head Electrical 

Engineering (or delegate) in the O&M AEO may approve use of a different safety factor, on a 

case-by-case basis and subject to a documented risk assessment.  

For non-metal enclosed feeder DCCBs, the sectioning hut busbar voltage is required to 

determine the DAOL protection setting. See Appendix F.3 for more information. 

8. DCCB configurations 
There are two configurations of DCCB installations in the RailCorp 1500 V dc network as 

follows: 

• 1500 V DCCBs that are not installed in a metal enclosed switchboard. These installations 

can also have a dc protection relay installed on the feeder DCCB, or a Delta-I relay 

installed on the feeder DCCB or in a separate panel. 

• 1500 V DCCBs that are part of a metal enclosed switchboard. These installations have a 

dc protection relay installed on the low voltage panel of each feeder DCCB.  

Section 9 provides details of the protection requirements for feeder DCCBs. 

Section 10 provides details of the protection requirements for rectifier DCCBs. 

9. DC feeder protection 
Section 9.1 to Section 9.3 covers the protection requirements for 1500 V feeder DCCBs in metal 

enclosed switchgear. Protection requirements for 1500 V feeder DCCBs in non-metal enclosed 

switchgear is detailed in Appendix F.  
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9.1. Protection scheme requirements 
The following protection schemes shall be provided for the protection of 1500 V feeder DCCBs.  

The primary and secondary protection schemes shall be implemented from independent 

protective devices. 

9.1.1. Primary overcurrent protection for feeder DCCB 
The primary overcurrent protection shall be provided by the dc protection relay.  

Where a dc intertrip scheme is implemented, the protection relay shall store two groups of 

primary overcurrent protection settings. See Section 9.3 for more information.  

The primary overcurrent protection scheme shall be graded above the maximum DCCB load. 

See Section 9.2 for the required protection grading.  

9.1.2. Secondary overcurrent protection for feeder DCCB 
The secondary overcurrent protection shall be provided by the DCCB direct acting overload 

(DAOL).  

The secondary overcurrent protection scheme shall be graded above the primary overcurrent 

protection scheme. See Section 9.2 for the required protection grading. 

9.1.3. Rate of rise and step current protection  
Rate of rise (di/dt) protection and step current (Delta-I) protection shall be provided by the dc 

protection relay.  

See Appendix H for the rate of rise and step current protection principles.  

See Appendix E for di/dt and Delta-I protection settings, where a dc protection relay is used.  

9.2. Protection setting principles and required grading 
Table 1 outlines the principles for the setting of the various protection schemes on the 1500 V 

feeder DCCB. 
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Table 1 – Protection scheme settings 

Protection scheme  Protection setting 
and grading - 
Criteria 1 

Protection setting 
and grading - 
Criteria 2 

Comments 

Primary overcurrent 
protection  

Shall not be greater 
than the prospective 
minimum fault 
current, unless an 
intertrip protection 
scheme is in use  
 

Should be a 
minimum of 500 A 
greater than the 
maximum DCCB 
load where 
achievable 
 

The maximum DCCB 
load shall be obtained 
from the relevant 
power study.  
See notes 1, 2 and 3. 
 

Secondary 
overcurrent 
protection  

Shall not be greater 
than the prospective 
minimum fault 
current, unless an 
intertrip protection 
scheme is in use  
 

Should be set a 
minimum of 200 A 
greater than the 
primary overcurrent 
protection setting   

See note 1, 2 and 3. 
 

Di/dt protection  See Appendix E N/A - 

Delta-I protection  See Appendix E N/A - 

Note 1: Where there is insufficient protection grading between the maximum DCCB 

load, primary overcurrent protection setting and secondary overcurrent protection 

setting, the relevant section needs to have an intertrip protection scheme. The 

Professional Head Electrical Engineering (or delegate), in the O&M AEO may approve 

protection settings with a reduced protection grading on a case-by-case basis and 

subject to a documented qualitative risk assessment in line with T MU MD 20003 GU 

Quantified Safety Risk Assessment. The risk assessment shall capture potential 

operational impacts on the network, any potential danger to public safety, and the 

protection of network assets.  

Note 2: The protection setting range and the steps in which the protection setting can 

be calibrated is dependent on the type of dc protection relay or the type of dc 

switchgear or both. 

Note 3: The protection engineer should take into account the existing DCCB 

overcurrent settings and make sure that consideration is given to not set the protection 

settings excessively above the maximum DCCB load within the minimum fault level. 

The intention is to keep the overcurrent protection settings as low as possible within 

the parameters detailed in Table 1.  

The protection engineer shall verify that all the calculated overcurrent protection settings are not 

greater than the minimum calculated fault current of a substation or a sectioning hut DCCB, to 

ensure safe detecting of faults. See Section 7.1.1 for the method to calculate minimum fault 

level for a substation and Section 7.1.2 for a sectioning hut.  
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If any of the calculated overcurrent protection settings are greater than the minimum calculated 

fault current, then the overcurrent protection settings shall be reduced to comply with Table 1. 

An infrastructure solution, such as the installation of an intertrip scheme or auxiliary feeders, 

may be required to meet the operational needs.  

The Professional Head Electrical Engineering (or delegate) in the O&M AEO can alter the safety 

factor (see Section 7.1.1 and Section 7.1.2) and protection grading (Table 1).  

9.3. Intertrip schemes 
An intertrip scheme shall be implemented on a double end feed 1500 V dc section for the 

following reasons: 

• to increase the overcurrent protection trip setting above 4500 A (historical limit in tunnels), 

for DCCBs feeding underground 1500 V sections 

• where the calculated overcurrent protection settings are greater than the minimum fault 

current 

• where the grading between the maximum DCCB load and the primary overcurrent 

protection setting is less than 500 A, or where there is insufficient protection grading 

between the different overcurrent protection schemes  

The Professional Head Electrical Engineering (or delegate) in the O&M AEO may approve 

reduced protection grading on a case-by-case basis and subject to a documented risk 

assessment. 

Note: Infrastructure solutions such as upgrading the type of OHW, adding an auxiliary 

dc feeder, and upgrading the number of 1500 V positive or 1500 V negative (or both) 

cables at the substation or the sectioning hut may obviate the need for an intertrip 

protection scheme. 

9.3.1. Intertrip scheme principles  
An intertrip protection scheme shall only be used on ‘double end feed’ or ‘double end feed with 

tee-off’ sections. An intertrip scheme may be a solution where the DCCB protection setting is 

unable to detect a fault at the remote end of the feed section or tee-off section or both. 

Caution: On a double end feed with tee-off section, the tee-off section shall be within the 

protection overlap of each DCCB. 

Implementation of an intertrip protection scheme shall require two groups of primary overcurrent 

protection settings, in addition to the secondary (DAOL) protection settings: 

• Group 1 settings – This group of primary overcurrent protection settings is active for when 

the DCCB intertrip scheme is in service. Group 1 settings are usually higher than the 
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Group 2 settings and result in protective reach and protection overlap being less than 

100%.  

• Group 2 settings – This group of primary overcurrent settings is active when intertrip is not 

in service. Group 2 settings shall not be greater than the calculated minimum fault current. 

Group 2 shall provide 100% protective reach and 100% protection overlap. 

Secondary (DAOL) protection settings shall always be active.  Secondary settings are usually 

higher than the Group 1 and Group 2 settings.  Secondary settings shall result in a protection 

overlap for the section of not less than 20%. 

Note: The secondary (DAOL) setting is the highest overcurrent protection setting on 

each DCCB, and shall result in a protection overlap of not less than 20%. Therefore, 

for all other overcurrent protection schemes on that section, the resultant protection 

overlap is greater than 20%. 

Figure 5 shows a typical example of a dc fault current curve, located on one end of a 1500 V 

section. As the position of the fault is moved from one end (0%) to the remote end (100%), the 

ability to detect a fault is decreased due to the increased resistance in the OHW system and the 

rails.  

In this example, if the DCCB DAOL is set to 3000 A, the protective reach is 100%. However, if 

the DCCB DAOL is set to 4500 A, the protective reach is approximately 58% of the section. The 

remaining 42% of the OHW is unprotected since the prospective fault current is below the 

DCCB DAOL setting.  
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Figure 5 – Graphical representation of protective reach 

Negative overlap means that there is an area in which a fault is not detected by either of the 

DCCBs in the section, and is also not acceptable. 

In Figure 6, DCCB A has a DAOL setting of 4000 A, which gives it a protective reach of 78%. 

DCCB B has a DAOL setting 3700 A, which gives it a protective reach of 82% (100%-18%). The 

resulting protection overlap, where a fault will trip both DCCBs is 60%, that is, ((78%+82%)-

100%). 
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Figure 6 – Graphical representation of protection overlap 

See the circuit diagram Figure 7 for equivalent circuit of protective DCCB reach.  

9.3.2. Intertrip general drawings 
An intertrip protection scheme shall consist of a type approved dc protection relay installed on a 

DCCB connected to an intertrip interface panel at each end of the 1500 V section, connected 

via a communications medium.  

When there is an intertrip scheme installed, an intertrip interface panel shall be installed which 

houses the equipment associated with the scheme. Refer to the following intertrip scheme 

general drawings for further details on the implementation of intertripping and associated 

interface panels: 

• EL 0588752 1500 V feeder DCCB protection block diagram  

• EL 0588734-37 Single door DCCB Inter-trip interface panel arrangement - lights on side 

• EL 0781306-09 Single door DCCB Inter-trip interface panel arrangement - lights on front 

• EL 0588742-45 Double door DCCB Inter-trip interface panel arrangement - lights on side 

• EL 0781310-13 Double door DCCB Inter-trip interface panel arrangement - lights on front 

• EL 0588738-41 Single door DCCB Inter-trip interface panel schematic diagram  

• EL 0588746-50 Double door DCCB Inter-trip interface panel schematic diagram 
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9.3.3. Calculation of protective reach 

Figure 7 – dc section circuit diagram 

When an overcurrent protection device is set at a particular setting, n denotes the maximum 

distance a fault current can be detected by the overcurrent protection device. For the purposes 

of this standard, the protective reach is based on the protection setting of the DCCB DAOL. To 

calculate the maximum distance (n) the DCCB DAOL protections scheme can protect the OHW, 

the equivalent circuit diagram Figure 16 and the formulas from Appendix I shall be used.  

10. DC rectifier protection 
Section 10.1.1 to Section 10.2 covers the protection requirements for rectifier DCCBs in metal 

enclosed switchgear.  

Protection requirements for 1500 V rectifier DCCBs in non-metal enclosed switchgear are 

detailed in Appendix G. 

10.1. Protection scheme requirements 
Reverse current protection shall be provided for the protection of 1500 V rectifier DCCBs. 

10.1.1. Reverse current protection for rectifier DCCB 
The reverse current protection shall be provided by the DCCB DAOL. See Section 10.2 for the 

required protection setting. 

10.2. Protection setting principles 
Table 2 outlines the principles for the setting of the reverse overcurrent protection scheme on 

the 1500 V rectifier DCCB. 
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Table 2 – Protection setting principles and required protection grading 

Protection scheme Protection setting 

Reverse overcurrent protection   Should be a minimum of 1000 A.  
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Appendix A Example of overcurrent protection 
settings with dc intertrip scheme 

Figure 8 and Table 3 to Table 6 covers an example of a two track system between two 

substations. For simplicity, the OHW on each track is assumed to have the same resistance. 

This is not always the case. 

In this example, metal enclosed switchgear with a UMLE dc protection relay is used for the 

primary protection scheme and the DCCB DAOL is used for the secondary protection scheme in 

both substations. There are no significant bonding circuits associated with the dc sections. 

 

OHW 1

Substation 1 Substation 2
A B

E FOHW 2

4 rails 
in 

parallel

Figure 8 – Example of a two track system between two substations 

Table 3 – Types and lengths of positive cable for DCCBs in Figure 8 

Location Type of 1500 V positive 
cable 

Length (km) 

DCCB A and E 3 x 400 mm2, screened 
XLPE 

0.05 

DCCB B and F 2 x 400 mm2, screened 
XLPE 

0.035 

Table 4 – Types and lengths of negative cable for substations in Figure 8 

Location Type of 1500 V negative 
cable 

Length (km) 

Substation 1 8 x 400 mm2, screened 
XLPE 

0.075 

Substation 2 8 x 400 mm2, screened 
XLPE 

0.12 
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Table 5 – OHW detail and length in Figure 8 

OHW section OHW detail Length (km) 

OHW 1 and 2 270 catenary + 193 hard 
drawn contact 

4.7 

Table 6 – rail size and length for tracks in Figure 8 

Location Rail size (kg) Length (km) 

Track (SS1 – SS2) 60 4.7 

Equivalent circuit diagram for OHW 1 

Figure 9 and Figure 10 provide details of circuit diagrams for DCCB A and DCCB B (which are 

also shown as part of Figure 8). 

 

1500V 

R01(n)

RC2

RC1

RTk1(n)

Substation 1
DCCB A 

400 V 

Figure 9 – DCCB A circuit diagram 

Calculation data for DCCB A 

RO1 = 0.04303 x 4.7 = 0.202241 Ω 

RC1 = (0.047/3) x 0.05 = 0.000783 Ω 

RC2 = (0.047/8) x 0.075 = 0.000441 Ω 

RTk1 = (0.0330/4) x 4.7 = 0.038775 Ω 
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400 V 

RC1

RTk1(n)

R01(n)

RC2

Substation 2

DCCB B 

1500 V

Figure 10 – DCCB B circuit diagram 

Calculation data for DCCB B 

RO1 = 0.04303 x 4.7 = 0.202241 Ω 

RC1 = (0.047/2) x 0.035 = 0.000823 Ω 

RC2 = (0.047/8) x 0.12 = 0.000705Ω 

RTk1 = (0.0330/4) x 4.7 = 0.038775 Ω 

Modelling has determined that:  Imax (DCCB A) = 4750 A 

Imax (DCCB B) = 4000 A 

For DCCB A  

𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 = 1500−400
0.202241 +0.000783+0.000441+0.038775

= 4540.95 A 

Ifault (min) = 0.9 X 4540.95 A = 4086.86 A (DCCB DAOL protection settings shall be set below 

this setting, otherwise dc intertrip shall be considered).  

For DCCB B 

𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 = 1500−400
0.202241 +0.000823+0.000705+0.038775

=4535.26 A 

Ifault (min) = 0.9 X 4535.26 = 4081.73 A (DCCB DAOL protection settings shall be set below 

this setting, otherwise dc intertrip shall be considered).  

Since the Imax (DCCB A) and Imax (DCCB B) is greater than the Ifault (min) for the respective 

DCCBs, dc intertrip shall be enabled for the OHW section 1 to provide adequate protection.  

DCCB A settings:  

• Primary overcurrent protection setting on the protection relay can be set to 5280 A 

(>=500 A above DCCB A Imax and the UMLE relay can only be set in 40 A steps).  
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• DCCB DAOL can be set to 5500 A (the protection grading between the primary protection 

scheme and the DCCB DAOL is greater than 200 A and the DAOL can only be set in 500 A 

steps in the metal enclosed switchgear used in the example).  

DCCB B settings:  

• Primary overcurrent protection setting on the protection relay can be set to 4520 A  

( >=500 A above DCCB A Imax and the UMLE relay can only be set in 40 A steps). Intertrip 

shall also be implemented since the DAOL setting is above the min fault level.  

• DCCB DAOL can be set to 5000 A (the protection grading between the primary protection 

scheme and the DCCB DAOL is greater than 200 A and the DAOL can only be set in 500 A 

steps). Intertrip shall also be implemented since the DAOL setting is above the min fault 

level.  

The next step is to prove that the proposed DCCB DAOL protection settings can detect faults 

anywhere along the section, and that at least a 20% protection overlap exists where faults can 

be detected by the DCCB DAOL at both substations.  

To calculate the maximum distance (n) an overcurrent device can protect, the following formula 

is used: 

Applying KVL around the loop 

-1500 + IsettingRC1 + nIsetting(RO1/D) + 400 +nIsetting (RKt/D) + IsettingRC2= 0 

Rearrange the equation for protective reach yields Equation 2. 

Equation 2 – Rearrangement of the equation for protective reach 

DCCB A protective reach is shown in Equation 3. 

Equation 3 – DCCB A protective reach 

= 3.876 km 
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This guarantees that the DAOL protection on DCCB A can detect faults up to 3.876 km or 

82.47% of the distances towards DCCB B.  

DCCB B protective reach is shown in Equation 4 

Equation 4 – DCCB B protective reach 

= 4.260 km 

This guarantees that the DAOL protection on DCCB B can detect faults up to 4.260 km or 

90.64% of the distances towards DCCB A.  

To calculate the protection overlap region for the feeder, we use: 

Protection overlap = (reach A% + reach B%) – 100%. In this case, ((82.47% + 90.64%) – 100%) 

= 73.11% (greater than 20% and thus justifying the proposed overcurrent protection settings). 

DCCB A 

UMLE Group 1 settings 5280 A 

UMLE Group 2 settings 4080 A 

DCCB DAOL setting 5500 A 

DCCB B 

UMLE Group 1 settings 4520 A 

UMLE Group 2 settings 4080 A 

DCCB DAOL setting 5000 A 
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Appendix B Example of overcurrent protection 
settings without dc intertrip 

Figure 11 and Table 7 to Table 10 covers an example of a two track system with one sectioning 

hut between substations. For simplicity, the OHW on each track is assumed to have the same 

resistance. This is not always the case. 

In this example, non-metal enclosed switchgear without a dc protection relay is used at the 

substations and the sectioning hut. There are no significant bonding circuits associated with the 

dc sections. 

OHW 1

Substation 1 Substation 2Sectioning
Hut

A B C D

E F G H

OHW 3

OHW 2 OHW 4

4 rails 
in 

parallel

Figure 11 – Example of a two track system with one sectioning hut between substations 

Table 7 – Types and lengths of 1500 V cable for DCCBs in Figure 11 

Location  Type of 1500 V positive 
cable 

Length (km) 

DCCB A and E 3 x 400 mm2, screened 
XLPE 

0.05 

DCCB B and F 2 x 400 mm2, screened 
XLPE 

0.035 

DCCB C and G 2 x 400 mm2, screened 
XLPE 

0.035 

DCCB D  2 x 400 mm2, screened 
XLPE 

0.1 

DCCB H 3 x 400 mm2, screened 
XLPE 

0.1 

Table 8 – Types and lengths of 1500 V negative cable for substations in Figure 11 

Location  Type of 1500 V negative 
cable 

Length (km) 

Substation 1 8 x 400 mm2, screened 
XLPE 

0.075 
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Location  Type of 1500 V negative 
cable 

Length (km) 

Substation 2 8 x 400 mm2, screened 
XLPE 

0.12 

Table 9 – OHW details and lengths in Figure 11 

OHW section OHW detail Length (km) 

OHW 1 and 2 270 catenary + 193 hard 
drawn contact 

4.7 

OHW 3 327 catenary + 193 hard 
drawn contact 

4.0 

OHW 4  327 catenary +193 Hard 
drawn contact + 179 aux 

4.0 

Table 10 – rail sizes and lengths for tracks in Figure 11 

Location  Rail size (kg) Length (km) 

Track (SS1 – SH) 60 4.7 

Track (SS2 – SH) 60 4.0 

Equivalent circuit diagram 

Figure 12 provides an equivalent circuit diagram for Figure 11. 

1500V 

R01

RC9

RC1

RTk1

1500V

R03

RO4

RTk2

RC6

Substation A Substation B

Sectioning
Hut

RC10

RC2
RC5

RC7
R02RC3 RC4

RC8

DCCB A

DCCB E

DCCB B

DCCB F

DCCB C

DCCB G

DCCB D

DCCB H

Figure 12 – equivalent circuit diagram for Figure 11 

RO1 = RO2 = 0.04303 x 4.7 = 0.202241 Ω 

RO3 = 0.03795 x 4.0 = 0.1518 Ω 

RO4 = 0.02852 x 4.0 = 0.11408 Ω 

RC1 = RC3 = (0.047/3) x 0.05 = 0.000783 Ω 
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RC2 = RC4 = RC5 = RC7 = (0.047/2) x 0.035 = 0.000823 Ω 

RC6 = (0.047/2) x 0.100 = 0.00235 Ω 

RC8 = (0.047/3) x 0.100 = 0.0015667 Ω 

RC9 = (0.047/8) x 0.075 = 0.000441 Ω 

RC10 = (0.047/8) x 0.120 = 0.000705 Ω 

RTk1 = (0.0330/4) x 4.7 = 0.038775 Ω 

RTk2 = (0.0330/4) x 4.0 = 0.033 Ω 

DCCB A and DCCB E overcurrent protection settings 

Modelling has determined that:  Imax (DCCB A) = 2054 A 

Imax (DCCB E) = 2078 A 

Assume DCCB B has opened. The fault is on the feeder side of DCCB B. Equation 5 shows the 

calculations. 

Equation 5 – Calculation of DCCB A and DCCB E setting 

The DCCB DAOL should be set at 4000 A for both DCCB A and DCCB E (DCCB DAOL can 

only be set in 500 A steps). 

DCCB D overcurrent setting 

Modelling has determined that:  Imax (DCCB D) =3551 A 

Assume DCCB C has opened. The fault is on the feeder side of DCCB C. Equation 6  shows 

the calculations. 

Equation 6 – Calculation of DCCB D setting 

The DCCB DAOL should be set at 5000 A (DCCB DAOL can only be set in 500 A steps). 

DCCB H overcurrent setting 

Modelling has determined that:  Imax (DCCB H) = 5000 A 
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Assume DCCB G has opened. The fault is on the feeder side of DCCB G. Equation 7 shows the 

calculations. 

Equation 7 – Calculation of DCCB H setting 

The DCCB DAOL should be set at 6500 A (DCCB DAOL can only be set in 500 A steps). 

DCCB G overcurrent settings 

Modelling has determined that:   

Imax (DCCB G) = 4500 A 

The circuit diagram is shown in Figure 13. 

1500V 

R01

RC9

400V

RC1

RTk1

1500V

I2

R03

RO4

RTk2

RC6

Substation 1 Substation 2Sectioning
Hut

RC10

RC2
RC5

RC7
R02RC3 RC4

I1

G

Figure 13 – Circuit diagram for DCCB G 

The simplified circuit diagram is shown in Figure 14. 

1500V 
400V

1500V

I2

Substation 1 Substation 2Sectioning
Hut

I1

R1
R2

R3

R5 R4R6

Figure 14 – Simplified circuit diagram for DCCB G 
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R1 = (0.000783 + 0.20224 + 0.000823) / 2 = 0.101923 Ω 

R2 = 0.000823 + 0.1518 + 0.00235 = 0.154973 Ω 

R3 = 0.000823 + 0.11408 = 0.114903 Ω 

R4 = 0.000705 Ω 

R5 = 0.000441 + 0.038775 = 0.039216 Ω 

R6 = 0.033 Ω 

Using Kirchhoff’s voltage law, we have the following two simultaneous equations: 

I1 x (R1 + R5 + R6) + (I1 – I2) x R3 = 1100 (equation 1A) 

(I2-I1) X R3 + I2 X (R2 + R4) = -1100 (equation 2A) 

Substituting the resistance values  

I1 x 0.174139 + (I1 – I2) x 0.114903 = 1100 (equation 1B) 

(I2-I1) x 0.114903 + I2 x 0.155678 = -1100 (equation 2B) 

Solving the above two linear simultaneous equations 1B and 2B using matrices gives: 

I1 = 2634 A, I2 = -2947 A 

If = 0.9 x (2634 + 2947) = 5023 A (Note I = I1-I2 and a safety factor of 0.9 is applied) 

Vsh = 1500 V – I1 X (R1) – I1 X (R5) = 1128.24 V  

Given that DCCB G is a Mitsubishi type BHF30, use drawing EL 0021383 to find the setting 

given a fault current of 5023 A and sectioning hut busbar voltage of 1128 V. The max DAOL 

setting is the curve to the left of the point (5023 A and1128 V), which is 6000 A. 
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Appendix C Overhead wiring and rail resistance 
data 

The data for 1500 V catenary, 1500 V contact wire, 1500 V OHW systems, and rails is given in 

this appendix.  

For complete 1500 V OHW data, refer to the following standards for more information: 

• T HR EL 08004 ST Overhead Wiring Fittings and Materials to calculate catenary wires 

resistances from first principle 

• T HR EL 08008 SP Contact Wire for contact wires resistances 

• T HR EL 08011 ST Overhead Wiring Maintenance Standard for contact wire condemning 

size  

C.1. Catenary 
Overhead wiring data for catenaries is given in Table 11. 

Table 11 – Catenary resistance 

Hard drawn Cu Resistance 
(Ω/km at 20 °C) 

165 mm2 (0.25 square inch) 0.10952 

179 mm2 0.10121 

270 mm2 (0.4 square inch) 0.06693 

327 mm2 (0.5 square inch ) 0.05540 

510 mm2 (0.8 square inch) 0.03540 

C.2. Contact wire 
Overhead wiring data for contact wire is given in Table 12 (137 mm2 contacts) and Table 13 

(193 mm2 contacts). 

Table 12 – 137 mm2 contact resistance 

Contact wire material Resistance – new (Ω/km at 20 °C) Resistance – 50% worn 
(Ω/km at 20 °C) 

Cadmium-copper (not 
for future use) 

0.1540 0.1909 

Tin-bearing copper Refer to table 4 of T HR EL 08008 SP 0.1909 

Hard drawn copper  Refer to table 5 of T HR EL 08008 SP 0.1634 

CuSn0.2 (high 
conductivity) 

Refer to table 2 of T HR EL 08008 SP 0.1962 
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Contact wire material Resistance – new (Ω/km at 20 °C) Resistance – 50% worn 
(Ω/km at 20 °C) 

CuETP (high strength) Refer to table 3 of T HR EL 08008 SP 0.1613 

Table 13 – 193 mm2 contact resistance 

Contact wire material Resistance – new (Ω/km at 20 °C) Resistance – 50% worn 
(Ω/km at 20 °C) 

Cadmium-copper (not 
for future use) 

0.1093 0.1402 

Tin-bearing copper Refer to table 4 of T HR EL 08008 SP 0.1402 

Hard drawn copper  Refer to table 5 of T HR EL 08008 SP 0.1205 

CuSn0.2 (high 
conductivity) 

Refer to table 2 of T HR EL 08008 SP 0.1445 

CuETP (high strength) Refer to table 3 of T HR EL 08008 SP 0.1189 

C.3. OHW systems 
Contact wire for the OHW systems are 50% worn. 

Values of the OHW system can be calculated by paralleling catenary resistance and contact or 

contacts resistance (50% worn values). 

The most common OHW systems are given in Table 14, Table 15, and Table 16. 

Table 14 – 270 catenary systems resistance 

OHW system No.  Catenary system description Resistance 
(Ω/km at 20 °C) 

22 270 catenary + 137 Cd-Cu (Not for future use) 0.04956 

N/A 270 catenary + 137 hard drawn Cu 0.04748 

21 270 catenary + 193 Cd-Cu 0.04530 

4, 6, 9 270 catenary + 193 hard drawn Cu 0.04303 

28, 35 270 catenary + twin 137 Cd-Cu 0.03934 

2,3,5 270 catenary + twin 137 hard drawn Cu 0.03679 

12 Twin 270 catenary + twin 137 hard drawn Cu 0.02374 

13 Twin 270 catenary + 193 hard drawn Cu 0.02619 
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Table 15 – 327 catenary systems resistance 

OHW system No. Catenary system Resistance 
(Ω/km at 20 °C) 

23 327 catenary + 193 Cd-Cu 0.03971 

1, 8 327 catenary + 193 hard drawn 0.03795 

N/A 327 catenary + 193 hard drawn + 179 auxiliary 
catenary 

0.02852 

Table 16 – 510 catenary systems resistance 

OHW system No. Catenary system Resistance 
(Ω/km at 20 °C) 

24 510 catenary + 193 Cd-Cu 0.02826 

7 510 catenary + 193 hard drawn 0.02736 

For more information on the current types of OHW conductor systems, refer to  

T HR EL 08009 ST Designations of Overhead Wiring Conductor Systems.  

C.4. Rail data 
Data for worn rails is given in Table 17. The resistance value in Table 17 is for a single rail. 

Table 17 – Worn rail resistance 

Rail size Resistance of 1 rail 
(Ω/km at 20 °C) 

45 kg/m  0.0438  

54 kg/m 0.0368  

60 kg/m 0.0330   
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Appendix D Typical 1500 V cable resistances  
The cables covered in Table 18 are type approved and are typically used in the RailCorp 

1500 V dc network. For other types of cables, please refer to the cable manufacturer’s data 

sheet for the relevant resistances. 

Table 18 – Typical 1500 V cable resistances 

Cable type  Cable resistance 
per km at 20 °C 

3.8/6.6 kV, 400 mm2, single core, TR-XLPE screened/ un-screened     0.0470 Ω 

3.8/6.6 kV, 240 mm2, single core, TR-XLPE screened/ un-screened    0.0754 Ω 

3.8/6.6 kV, 95 mm2, single core, TR-XLPE un-screened     0.193 Ω 
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Appendix E Rate of rise and step current 
protection settings 

The protection settings in this appendix should be used for the dc protection relay and the 

dedicated step current (Delta-I) protection relay.  

See Appendix H for the principles of rate of rise and step current protection.  

E.1. DC protection relay 
Based on network modelling, the following settings should be used in the RailCorp 1500 V dc 

network for Delta-I and di/dt functions for metal enclosed and non-metal enclosed switchboards 

with a dc protection relay: 

• di 10 A/ms 

• DI 1000 A 

• tDI 50 ms 

• tdi 20 ms 

See Appendix H for the definition of di, DI, tDI and tdi protection parameter.  

E.2. Dedicated step current (Delta-I) protection relay 
The following settings should be used in the RailCorp 1500 V dc network for the Delta-I function 

for non-metal enclosed switchboards with a dedicated step current (Delta-I) protection relay. 

A dedicated Delta-I relay is normally set at 2 kA; actual settings are nominated in the protection 

local instructions. 
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Appendix F Modifications to existing locations 
with non-metal enclosed feeder 
DCCBs 

Section F.1 to Section F.3 covers the protection requirements for 1500 V feeder DCCBs in non-

metal enclosed switchgear. 

F.1. Protection scheme requirements 
The protection schemes in Section F.1.1 to Section F.1.3 shall be provided for the protection of 

1500 V feeder DCCBs. 

The primary and secondary protection schemes shall be implemented from independent 

protective devices. 

F.1.1 Primary overcurrent protection for feeder DCCB 
The primary overcurrent protection shall be provided by the dc protection relay. 

Where the switchgear does not have dc protection relay, then the primary overcurrent protection 

shall be provided by the DCCB DAOL.  

Where a dc intertrip scheme is implemented, the protection relay shall store two groups of 

primary overcurrent protection settings. See Section 9.3 for more information.  

The primary overcurrent protection scheme shall be graded above the maximum DCCB load. 

See Section F.2 for the required protection grading.  

F.1.2 Secondary overcurrent protection for feeder DCCB 
The secondary overcurrent protection shall be provided by the DCCB DAOL. 

Where the dc switchgear does not have dc protection relay, then the secondary overcurrent 

protection will not be available. 

The secondary overcurrent protection scheme shall be graded above the primary overcurrent 

protection scheme. See Section F.2 for the required protection grading. 

F.1.3 Rate of rise and step current protection 
Rate of rise (di/dt) protection and step current (Delta-I) protection shall be provided by the dc 

protection relay.  

Where the existing dc switchgear does not have a dc protection relay, a dedicated Delta-I 

protection relay can be used. 

See Appendix H for the rate of rise and step current protection principles.  
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See Appendix E for di/dt and Delta-I protection settings.  

Note: DCCBs that are installed in non-metal enclosed switchboards, have an inbuilt 

di/dt characteristic, which acts to oppose the holding coil flux for rapidly rising currents. 

F.2. Protection setting principles and required 
grading 
Table 19 outlines the principles for the setting of the various protection schemes. 

 

Table 19 – Protection scheme settings 

Protection 
scheme  

Protection setting 
and grading - 
Criteria 1 

Protection setting 
and grading - 
Criteria 2 

Comments 

Primary overcurrent 
protection  

Shall not be 
greater than the 
prospective 
minimum fault 
current, unless an 
intertrip protection 
scheme is in use  
 

Should be a 
minimum of 500 A 
greater than the 
maximum DCCB 
load where 
achievable 
 

The maximum 
DCCB load shall be 
obtained from the 
relevant power 
study.  
See notes 1, 2 and 
3. 
 

Secondary 
overcurrent 
protection  

Shall not be 
greater than the 
prospective 
minimum fault 
current, unless an 
intertrip protection 
scheme is in use  
 

Should be set a 
minimum of 200 A 
greater than the 
primary 
overcurrent 
protection setting   

See notes 1, 2 and 
3. 
 

Di/dt protection  See Appendix E N/A - 

Delta-I protection  See Appendix E N/A - 

Note 1: Where there is insufficient protection grading between the maximum DCCB 

load, primary overcurrent protection setting and secondary overcurrent protection 

setting, the relevant section needs to have an intertrip protection scheme. The 

Professional Head Electrical Engineering (or delegate) in the O&M AEO may approve 

protection settings with a reduced protection grading on a case-by-case basis and 

subject to a documented qualitative risk assessment as in line with the T MU MD 

20003 GU. The risk assessment shall capture potential operational impacts on the 

network, any potential danger to public safety, and the protection of network assets.  

Note 2: The protection setting range and the steps in which the protection setting can 

be calibrated is dependent on the type of dc protection relay or the type of dc 

switchgear or both. 
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Note 3: The protection engineer should take into account the existing DCCB 

overcurrent settings and make sure that consideration is given to not set the protection 

settings excessively above the maximum DCCB load within the minimum fault level. 

The intention is to keep the overcurrent protection settings as low as possible within 

the parameters detailed in Table 19. 

The protection engineer shall verify that all the calculated overcurrent protection settings are not 

greater than the minimum prospective fault current of a substation or a sectioning hut DCCB, to 

ensure safe detecting of faults. See Section 7.1.1 for the method to calculate minimum fault 

level for a substation and Section 7.1.2 for a sectioning hut.  

If any of the calculated overcurrent protection settings are greater than the minimum calculated 

fault current, then the overcurrent protection settings shall be reduced to comply with Table 19. 

An infrastructure solution, such as the installation of an intertrip scheme or auxiliary feeders, 

may be required to be able to meet the operational needs.  

The Professional Head Electrical Engineering (or delegate) in the O&M AEO can alter the safety 

factor (see Section 7.1.1 and Section 7.1.2) and protection grading (Table 19).  

F.3. Falling voltage characteristic 
The DAOL overcurrent protection scheme at sectioning huts is impacted by the busbar voltage 

of non-metal enclosed switchgear. In this type of dc switchgear, the DCCB holding coil is 

directly fed from the busbar. If the busbar voltage falls, then the magnetic holding force is 

reduced and hence the DAOL protection scheme will trip at lower current levels. This decrease 

in the DAOL overcurrent trip levels with the fall in busbar voltage is referred to as the falling 

voltage characteristic of the DAOL overcurrent protection scheme. 

The falling voltage characteristics of the DAOL overcurrent protection scheme for different types 

of non-metal enclosed DCCBs are available as drawings. Table 20 lists the relevant drawing 

reference (DCCB type and the corresponding engineering document management system 

(EDMS) drawing number).  

Table 20 – Drawing references for DCCB trip curves 

DCCB type EDMS drawing number 

Mitsubishi D.C.C.B, type BHF 30, 3000 – 
6000 A. Setting Range Trip Current Curves 

EL 0021383 

Mitsubishi D.C.C.B, type BHF 30, 2000 – 
5000 A. Setting Range Trip Current Curves 

EL 0021337 

B.T.H. D.C.C.B Truck Type RJR 712, 3500 – 
7000 A. Setting Range Trip Current Curves 

EL 0022222 

Mitsubishi DCCB type BHF-30B 2000 A-8000 
A Trip Current Curves  

EL 0781476 
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Appendix G Modifications to existing locations 
with non-metal enclosed rectifier 
DCCBs 

G.1. DC rectifier protection 
Section G.1 to Section G.2 covers the protection requirements for rectifier DCCBs in non-metal 

enclosed switchgear. 

G.2. Protection scheme requirements 
Reverse current protection shall be provided for the protection of 1500 V rectifier DCCBs.  

G.2.1 Reverse current protection for rectifier DCCB 
The primary reverse current protection shall be provided by the DCCB DAOL. See Section G.3 

for the required protection settings. 

G.3. Protection setting principles 
Table 21 provides the protection setting. 

Table 21 – Protection setting principles  

Protection scheme  Protection setting  

Primary reverse overcurrent 
protection   

Shall be set at 1000 A. See 
note 

Note: There are a number of existing substations which have two rectifier DCCBs in 

parallel (‘M’ & ‘N’ DCCBs).  Each DCCB shall be set at 800 A. 
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Appendix H Rate of rise and step current 
protection principles 

Rate of rise (di/dt) protection and step current (Delta-I) protection is provided by the dc 

protection relay for new installations in substations and sectioning huts.  

Where the existing dc switchgear does not have a dc protection relay, a dedicated Delta-I 

protection relay can be used for substations and sectioning huts.  

H.1. DC protection relay 
The following principles apply to 1500 V DCCBs that are installed with a dc protection relay. 

The dc protection relay monitors the following four parameters:  

• di – the di/dt protection setting to trigger the di/dt function  

• DI – the current step (Delta-I) setting to issue a trip command  

• tDI – the timer setting to recheck the current step  

• tdi – once the di/dt function falls below di, the timer setting to reset  

See the example provided in Figure 15 and the description below for the application of the rate 

of rise and the step current protection schemes.   

Case 1 detects a fault and a trip issued by the dc protection relay. 

Case 2 does not detect a fault and hence a trip is not issued by the dc protection relay. 

Figure 15 - Rate of rise and step current example 
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The Delta-I function (DI) is triggered when the di/dt function exceeds the set value di in the 

positive scale (supplying power to trains). During this process, the highest value of current 

collating to the di/dt value is stored as I1. After a set period of time as determined by tDI, the 

relay resamples the current and stores it as I2. If (I2-I1) > DI and di/dt > di then the relay trips. 

When the relay resamples and if the di/dt falls below di for a time duration greater then tdi, then 

the function resets automatically. 

The outcome of case 1 in Figure 15 is the protection relay will issue a trip command since (I2-I1) 

> DI and di/dt > di after a time period of tDI.  

The outcome of case 2 in Figure 15 is the protection relay will not issue a trip command since 

(I4-I3) < DI and di/dt < di after a time period of tDI. In this particular case, the di/dt timer setting 

(tdi) will be reset. 

See Appendix E for di/dt and Delta-I protection settings, where a dc protection relay is used. 

H.2. Dedicated step current (Delta-I) protection relay 
The following principles apply to 1500 V DCCBs that are installed with a Tsuda or Schwartz 

Delta-I protection relay. The need for a Delta-I relay is determined by the following steps: 

• The minimum fault level is calculated as given by Section 7.1.1 Equation 1, except VA is 

taken as 800 V dc, and SF is taken as 1. 

• The current value calculated is compared to the proposed primary protection setting. 

• A Delta-I relay should be installed where the minimum fault level calculated with an 800 V 

arc does not exceed the proposed DCCB overcurrent protection setting by more than 

150%. 

A di/dt setting is not applicable for this configuration.  

See Appendix E for the Delta-I protection settings, where a dedicated step current (Delta-I) 

protection relay is used. 
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Appendix I Protective reach 

Figure 16 – DCCB A protective reach circuit diagram 

Applying KVL around the fault current loop shown in Figure 16   

-1500 + Isetting RC1 + nIsetting(RO1/D) + 400 + nIsetting(RKt/D) + IsettingRC2 = 0 

nIsetting(RO1/D) + nIsetting(RKt/D) = 1500 – 400 - Isetting RC1 - IsettingRC2 

Where:    

n = the protective reach (km) 

D = total distance of the 1500 V section (km) 

RKt = total parallel rail resistance of the 1500 V section (Ω) 

RO1 = total OHW resistance of the 1500 V section (Ω) 

RC1 = total 1500 V positive cable resistance from the feeder DCCB to OHW (Ω) 

RC2 = total 1500 V negative cable resistance from the feeder DCCB to trackside negative 

bar (Ω) 

Isetting = overcurrent protection setting (A) 

Equation 8 – protective DCCB reach 
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